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Introduction: The aim of the study was to evaluate the effect of cooling hydrogel on psychophysiological condition, psychomotor efficiency of the organism and subjective thermal sensations and workload in hot conditions.

Methods: The experimental group consisted of 26 healthy men not acclimated to high temperature. The unit test was conducted under simulated high temperature conditions (thermal chamber): Ta=35±1°C, RH=30±1%, t=105min) in the environment of which the respondents alternately passed through rest and exercise cycles (1.5W/kg). In 40min of exposure to the combined heat load conditions (exo and endogenous load conditions) examined a hydrogel filled with active cooling agent - 0.35% of menthol lactate was applied in the neck and sternum area of the participants. During the experiment, objective physiological indicators were recorded: HR, Tc, Tsk (neck and sternum area) and subjective sensations: assessment of the severity of physical workload (Borg test), state of thermal comfort for the whole body and assessment of thermal sensations in relation to the cooled area of the neck and sternum (Bedford test). Psychomotor efficiency and concentration of attention were assessed on the basis of: the adjective scale of mood UMACL, RW test, the visual-motor tester.
INTRODUCTION

The conditions of a real flight (environment with combined action of many factors - hypoxia, over-stress, vibration or thermal factor) cause that the pilot’s organism may be subjected to extreme stress being on the limit of physiological capacity of the organism. Maintaining the optimum ability to perform operator functions and thus maintaining the security of missions in such a specific area as aviation is very difficult and poses no small challenge (especially for personnel who have not passed the acclimatisation/acclimation process).

The temperature of the environment in which military personnel are staying, due to the influence it exerts on physiological processes, psychomotor efficiency and the course of cognitive processes, is extremely important for the effective and correct implementation of activities. Conducting tasks in extreme situations and carrying out missions (stabilization or combat) in the hot climate zone exposes the body of a soldier to considerable thermal discomfort resulting from the necessity of performing tasks in conditions of high ambient temperature. The excessive heat load of the body is caused not only by the exposure to the influence of heat, but also by the microclimate of the place of work of various enclosed spaces (e.g. a tank, overheated cockpit during low-altitude flights, in case of an emergency of the systems cooling the pilot cabin, while waiting for take-off). The risk of exceeding the body’s physiological tolerance limit to high temperatures also necessitates the use of special clothing (e.g. protective suits, overload protective clothing) and specialised equipment.

The above-mentioned factors may limit the elimination of excessive heat and thus facilitate its accumulation in the organism; what is more, some of the equipment elements may be an additional source of heat. Long-term presence in unfavourable hot conditions may eventually result in disturbances of thermoregulatory mechanisms, which lead to uncontrolled development of hyperthermia as a result of high thermal load, dehydration and physical depletion of the organism. In the state of excessive overheating of the organism, psychophysical efficiency is reduced, which to a large extent depends on the ability of the cardiovascular system, the ability to sweat secretion and the body’s individual physical capacity. Increasing the body temperature by 2°C above normal body temperature even in people accustomed to hot climate and with high physical capacity significantly increases the physiological cost and represents an additional burden for all organs, especially the heart muscle, cardiovascular system, respiratory system and central nervous system. Excessive increase in internal temperature, skin surface temperature and heart rate and excessive accumulation of heat in the body lead to a decrease in efficiency and performance of tasks. They have a significant influence on the worsening of cognitive and intellectual functions in terms of concentration, division and portability of attention, decision making, vigilance and reflex, as well as visual-motor coordination [6], which translates into an increase in the number of errors made during operator activities, and in aviation even the slightest mistake can lead to a catastrophe. In addition, the long-term influence of high temperature on the organism without proper preparation may result in deterioration of resistance of the system to oxygen deficiency in tissues and intensification of air disease symptoms, as well as...

Results: In patients using hydrogel favourable physiological changes of physiological parameters were observed, which indicated a reduction of heat load (lower Tsk values in both the neck and sternum area) and reduction of cardiovascular load (heart rate at a relatively constant level). As a result of hydrogel's action, the subjective assessment of thermal comfort, thermal sensations and annoyance of physical workload was also improved, as well as in terms of concentration of attention, visual-motor coordination and emotional state of the examined persons.

Conclusions: The applied hydrogel filled with 0.35% of menthol lactate effectively improves psychophysiological and psychomotor state of the organism in a state of positive heat load and positively influences the deterioration of subjective thermal sensations.
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The aim of the study was to evaluate the effect of
the hydrogel applied on the psychophysical state of
the organism, psychomotor efficiency and subjec-
tive sensation of thermal comfort and the degree of
the nuisance of physical workload in hot conditions
(Ta = 35°C).

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Group of studied persons
The experimental group consisted of 26 healthy
men (age: 28.3 ± 7.1 years; height: 1.71 ± 0.07 m;
Structure of hydrogel (fig. 2)

The hydrogel was based on a technology based on radiation crosslinking of three polymers: polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), polyethylene glycol (PEG) and agar. In the process of crosslinking the polymer chains create a three-dimensional spatial network permanently connected thanks to covalent bonds. Hydrogel containing 0.35% menthol lactate (active agent with cooling properties) has been combined from above with an adhesive fixing material with good adhesion to the healthy skin surface. The transparent lobes of the complex of hydrogel and coolant were stored in a plastic mold (10 x 18cm) and tightly closed and welded foil bag. In this form, the hydrogel (single use) was sterile.

Fig. 2. Diagram of the cooling pack design: 1 – welded foil bag, 2 – adhesive fixing material, 3 – plastic mold, 4 – hydrogel lobe.

Organisation of tests

The tests were performed under simulated conditions of the sunny cockpit of the aircraft, in a climatic chamber (Ta = 35 ± 1°C and RH = 30 ± 1%, t = 105min) in the equipment of the Military Institute of Aviation Medicine (WIML). The research project carried out received a positive opinion from the WIML Human Research Ethics Committee. The experiment was carried out in Autumn, at fixed and repeatable intervals. In order to minimize the level of situational stress, all participants were familiarized with the course of the exposure in the climate chamber and its physiological consequences. Additionally, the respondents were acquainted with the principle of operation and course of psychological tests. Each person qualified for the experiment took part in 2 individual tests: series I – control test, without the use of hydrogel, series II – specific test, with the use of hydrogel selectively cooling the area of the neck and sternum (cooling surface 180cm²). Each unit test was started at the same time in order to minimize differences due to the daily rhythm as much as possible.

Physical characteristics of the unit test

The unit tests (series I and II) were performed under simulated conditions of the WIML climate chamber with symmetrical temperature distribution. The internal temperature of the chamber shall be maintained at Ta = 35 ± 1°C, relative humidity at RH = 30 ± 1% and the air velocity shall

body weight: 74,5 ± 5,0 kg; BMI: 26,5 ± 3,2 kg/m²) not acclimated to high temperature. All participants underwent qualification tests, were admitted to the study based on the opinion of the occupational physician. During the day preceding the experiment, they were obligated to maintain a hygienic lifestyle (application of dietary recommendations, not consuming alcohol and intoxicants). Participation in the experiment was confirmed by written agreements of all participants in the trial.

Selection of the method of selective cooling

The material was selected on the basis of literature review and own experience (not published). This shows that the use of external cooling in the neck area can be sufficient to reduce the heat load. Thus, external intervention, i.e. local action of selective cooling can improve the subjective thermal sensations, the state of thermal comfort and the degree of nuisance of physical workload. The study assumes a hypothesis that the hydrogel used will weaken the negative effects of heat load in terms of psychophysiological and psychomotor efficiency of the organism exposed to the influence of heat.

Hydrogel – method of selective body cooling

Hydrogel matrix was used in the study as a carrier for the active refrigerant with cooling properties. The specific characteristics of the hydrogel in selecting a selective cooling method are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Actual appearance of the hydrogel and its most important properties: has a large thermal capacity so that it receives warmth well from the body surface and conducts it by evaporation of the external surface; is elastic, plastic and adheres well to selected body surfaces; has a good penetration coefficient; is non-toxic and harmless to the user’s source; has high mechanical, thermal and chemical resistance; is not an additional burden, does not adversely affect the mobility comfort.
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Running of the specific test procedure (fig. 3)

All the participants of the experiment started their test after eating a standardised breakfast, wearing a cotton T-shirt, shorts, socks and sports footwear. After measurements of the initial parameters – core body temperature (Tc), skin surface temperature (Tsk) from the neck and sternum area and psychological tests were carried out (the adjective UMACL mood scale, RW test, visual-motor tester), for 40mins the tested were seated in the interior of the climate chamber (Ta = 35 ± 1°C, RH = 30 ± 1%, t = 105min), being adapted to the high-temperature conditions. After that time has elapsed, participants of the experiment put on hydrogel with an area of 180 cm² (in the neck and sternum area). After 5 minutes from the moment of putting the hydrogel on, the participants made a subjective assessment of the state of thermal comfort for the whole body (based on the 7-point Bedford scale). For another 40 minutes, the participants were seated in simulated high temperature conditions. Then they started a 15-minute effort with moderate intensity (cycloergometer, load: 1,5W/kg). Immediately after the end of the exercise, the participants evaluated the level of nuisance of the workload (based on the 12-point Borg scale).

Exposure to the positive heat load was terminated with a resting period of 10 minutes (sitting position). During the last minutes of their stay in the thermal chamber, the subjects made a subjective assessment of the state of thermal comfort in relation to the whole body and the thermal sensations in relation to the cooled areas of the neck and sternum (based on the 7-point Bedford scale). Psychological tests were carried out immediately after the end of the exposure to simulated heat conditions (similarly as in the case of baseline measurements). The control test procedure was the same, the only difference being the lack of hydrogel.

During each individual examination (series I and II) physiological indicators were monitored: core body temperature (Tc), skin temperature (Tsk) in the neck and sternum, and heart rate (HR).

Assessment of objective and subjective psychophysical indicators

In order to determine the psychophysiological efficiency of the system, measurements were made: 1) core body temperature [°C] in the outer ear canal; 2) skin temperature in the neck and sternum [°C]; 3) heart rate [bpm]; 4) subjective assessment of the state of thermal comfort for the whole body and the thermal sensations defined for the cooled areas of the neck and sternum - estimated based on the 7 point Bedford scale where 1 - means ‘very cold’, 7 - means ‘very warm’; 5) subjective assessment of the degree of nuisance of physical workload – determined on the basis of the 12-point Borg scale, in which 1 - means ‘very light work’, 12 - means ‘very hard work’.

Assessment of psychomotor fitness and concentration of attention

Psychological tests were used to assess psychomotor fitness and concentration of attention:

1. Test on the visual-motor tester – assessment of performance: concentration of attention and visual-motor coordination under variable time pressure. At the edge of the tester, the lights were lit sequentially – one in the vertical and one in the horizontal row. The tested person’s task was to press the button at the intersection of the coordinates defined by...
the control test and hydrogel test with the application of hydrogel selectively cooling limited body areas are described, giving the arithmetic mean and standard deviation (±SD). The significance of the differences in psychophysiological parameters studied under the influence of hydrogel action (assuming normality of their distribution) was assessed using the parametric test t-Student for independent tests. The value p<0.05 was assumed as the materiality level.

RESULTS

In the conducted experiment, in which the subjects were subjected to the influence of the combined effect of positive heat load (endo- and exogenous in nature) in combination with cooling of limited parts of the body (neck, sternum) a positive effect of the method of selective cooling on the psychophysiological, psychomotoric and subjective abilities of the study participants was observed.

Objective physiological indicators

Core body temperature. As a result of exposure to combined conditions of positive heat load, a slight increase in body temperature (Tc) on average of 0.2°C from the baseline (fig. 4) was observed in both the control test and the appropriate hydrogel specific test. Taking into account the temperature values recorded after the end of exposure to simulated heat conditions (105 mins of experience) no statistically significant differences were observed between the individual groups (series I and II).

Skin surface temperature. As a result of the application of hydrogel filled with an active cooling agent, lower values of skin surface temperature (Tsk) of cooled body areas were obtained (fig. 5). Those using hydrogel had significantly lower skin temperatures in both the area of the selectively cooled neck area (Tsk = 30.9 ± 2.07°C) and the sternum (Tsk = 31.4 ± 1.48°C). The skin surface temperature (in the cooled areas of the body) obtained after application of the hydrogel was significantly lower (p<0.05) in relation to the control group (Tsk of the neck = 33.6±1.86°C; Tsk of the sternum = 34.0 ±1.38°C).

Statistical analysis

StatSoft Statistica 6.0 statistical package was used to analyze the results. Variables from the control test and hydrogel test with the application of hydrogel selectively cooling limited body areas are described, giving the arithmetic mean and standard deviation (±SD). The significance of the differences in psychophysiological parameters studied under the influence of hydrogel action (assuming normality of their distribution) was assessed using the parametric test t-Student for independent tests. The value p<0.05 was assumed as the materiality level.

RESULTS

In the conducted experiment, in which the subjects were subjected to the influence of the combined effect of positive heat load (endo- and exogenous in nature) in combination with cooling of limited parts of the body (neck, sternum) a positive effect of the method of selective cooling on the psychophysiological, psychomotoric and subjective abilities of the study participants was observed.

Objective physiological indicators

Core body temperature. As a result of exposure to combined conditions of positive heat load, a slight increase in body temperature (Tc) on average of 0.2°C from the baseline (fig. 4) was observed in both the control test and the appropriate hydrogel specific test. Taking into account the temperature values recorded after the end of exposure to simulated heat conditions (105 mins of experience) no statistically significant differences were observed between the individual groups (series I and II).

Skin surface temperature. As a result of the application of hydrogel filled with an active cooling agent, lower values of skin surface temperature (Tsk) of cooled body areas were obtained (fig. 5). Those using hydrogel had significantly lower skin temperatures in both the area of the selectively cooled neck area (Tsk = 30.9 ± 2.07°C) and the sternum (Tsk = 31.4 ± 1.48°C). The skin surface temperature (in the cooled areas of the body) obtained after application of the hydrogel was significantly lower (p<0.05) in relation to the control group (Tsk of the neck = 33.6±1.86°C; Tsk of the sternum = 34.0 ±1.38°C).
Subjective psychophysiological indicators

The state of thermal comfort assessed for the whole body (Bedford test). In the study, the influence of the applied hydrogels on the assessment of subjective thermal sensations and perceived thermal comfort was verified based on the 7-point Bedford test. The group of respondents using hydrogel filled with 0.35% menthol lactate after the end of exposure to heat (105 min experience) assessed the whole-body thermal comfort as neutral (4.3 ± 1.28), at a level close to the level reached in 5 min of selective cooling (45 min of chamber exposure; 3.9 ± 1.06) (fig. 7A). The comparative analysis did not show any significant differences between subjective assessments made by control group members and hydrogel users.

Heart rate. In participants using hydrogel filled with 0.35% menthol lactate, a lower cardiovascular load (HR = 83 ± 6.19 bpm) was observed in relation to the values achieved in the control group (HR = 88.4 ± 11.73 bpm) (fig. 6). The results obtained within the frames of this parameter indicate that the increase in heart rate is limited and thus they confirm the beneficial effect of hydrogel. The differences within the frames of a given physiological indicator (between the control group and hydrogel users) were statistically significant.

Thermal sensations defined for the cooled body area (Bedford test). In terms of subjectively assessed thermal sensations in relation to the cooled area of the body, those who use hydrogel filled with an active refrigerant were found to experience lower levels of thermal stress in the neck area (heat sensations assessed as “cold”; 2.9 ± 0.99). In the study subjects belonging to the control group who did not use the method of selective cooling, thermal sensations assessed as “warm” were observed in the neck area (4.3 ± 1.28).

Fig. 5. Skin surface temperature Tsk [°C] obtained in the neck area (A) and sternum area (B) recorded in 105 minutes of experiment.

Fig. 6. Heart rate HR [bpm] recorded in 105 minutes of the experiment (at the end of exposure to combined conditions of positive heat load - climatic chamber: Ta = 35 ± 1°C, RH = 30 ± 1%).

Fig. 7. Bedford test performed in 45 min of chamber exposition (5 min after hydrogel insertion) (A) and 105 min of exposure to positive thermal load (B).
cooling, in 105 min the thermal sensation experiments evaluated for the neck area were definitely less well received and evaluated as “heat”; 4.8 ± 1.092; p<0.05) (fig. 8A). A similar trend was observed for the thermal assessment of the cooled area of the sternum. Persons using hydrogel obtained more favourable subjective thermal sensation assessments defined as “cold” (3.2 ± 1.39) for the cooled area of the sternum. The changes observed in this group of subjects were significantly lower (p<0.05) in comparison with the control group, where thermal sensations determined for the same body area were evaluated at the level of “heat” (4.9 ± 1.019) (fig. 8B).

Assessment of psychomotor fitness and concentration of attention

**Visual-motor tester.** The number of errors (LPB) determined at the free rate (fig. 10B) was the first of the analyzed skills in the visual-motor tester designed to evaluate visual-motor coordination under variable time pressure. In case of this parameter, more favourable effects (less mistakes made) were obtained in the tested hydrogel users (śrLPB = 1.2 ± 1.94), in comparison with the control group (śrLPB = 3.06 ± 2.31). In terms of the evaluation of the average response time (śrCR) to a single stimulus (at the free rate), a greater reflexion was also demonstrated by the respondents using hydrogel selectively cooling the selected areas of the body (śrCR = 670.00 ± 70.68 ms) (fig. 10A). In persons belonging to the control group, a longer mean response time was achieved (śrCR = 780.00 ± 127.28 ms). The changes of both parameters (LPB, CR) between the control group and the group using hydrogel were statistically significant (p<0.10). Another parameter examined on the visual-motor tester was the number of stimuli received (LOB) determined in accordance with the imposed rate. In this case, a minimally more favourable effect was observed in people using hydrogel (śrLOB = 39.80 ± 9.19). The study subjects belonging to the control group achieved slightly worse results (śrLOB = 38.17 ± 10.78; fig. 10C). The observed changes were not statistically significant.
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**Fig. 10.** Assessment of visual-motor coordination: (A) free rate - mean response time/CR, (B) free rate - number of errors made/LPB, (C) imposed rate - number of received stimuli/LOB performed immediately after the exposure to simulated heat conditions.

**Fig. 11.** Assessment of the speed of task performance, carried out immediately after completion of exposure to the conditions of positive thermal load.

**RW test.** In the RW attention test used to evaluate the speed and precision of operation, a positive effect of the applied hydrogel was observed, which effectively shortened the time needed to complete the task (śrRW = 18.46 ± 3.13s) (fig. 11). Persons belonging to the control group performed the RW test significantly longer (śrRW = 23.70 ± 8.15s). Favourable changes obtained after the application of hydrogel filled with 0.35% menthol lactate compared to the control group were statistically significant changes (p<0.10).

**UMACL adjective scale.** The results of the UMACL questionnaire indicated a positive impact of the selected selective body cooling method (in the neck and sternum area). Effective action was observed on all three correlated mood measures, which were analysed: energetic level (PE), tension level (PN) and hedonistic tone (TH) (śrPE = 35.10 ± 2.56, śrPN = 11.80 ± 2.44, śrTH = 37.20 ± 2.49) (fig. 12 A - C). In the case of the control group no improvement in the perceived mood level was found. Statistical analysis of hedonistic tone scores between hydrogel users and the control group showed a difference in a statistically significant trend level (p<0.10).
DISCUSSION

Today’s missions (both peace and combat ones) often require taking action in extreme thermal conditions of the environment. Reducing the body’s tolerance to high temperatures is an important health problem for military personnel working worldwide, especially in the hot climate zone. Long-term exposure to heat (exogenous load) combined with significant strain on the organism resulting from the specificity of the tasks performed (endogenous heat) may adversely affect the body’s psychophysiological condition. This is due to the fact that exposure of the organism to specific environmental conditions (with variable amplitude and combined action) significantly increases the risk of disturbance of the thermal balance of the organism, which may ultimately result in exceeding physiological limits and leading, among others, to uncontrolled development of hyperthermia or heat injuries dangerous to the health and life of soldiers. Therefore, in order to reduce excessive thermal load, the methods of selective cooling of the underclothing microclimate are still being improved, among others, with the use of cooled liquids, air or phase-change materials - PCM. In practical use, the improvement of the microclimate around the person wearing special clothing has significant limitations, because in the case of using a liquid or air cooling system, an additional source of energy is most often necessary (often limiting the possibility of free movement). In the case of PCM materials, however, phase change occurs once and the amount of heat absorbed depends on the amount of material used. Therefore, such systems supporting the thermal state of the body in physiological overheating tolerance limits are not always used in specific and difficult conditions of missions, including battlefields. Therefore, given the risks of military personnel being exposed to positive thermal stress, it is necessary to develop a strategy to maintain optimal psychomotor performance and thus to efficiently perform tasks (including airborne tasks) and efficient working time. Such an effective and easy to use method of selective cooling (which does not pose an additional load and does not limit mobility) is essential for the possibility of extending human tolerance to high temperatures, thus reducing the physiological cost of the organism and delaying the development of hyperthermia among crews carrying out military tasks in the hot climate zone or in heat conditions overburdening the organism.

The conducted experiment assessed whether the applied hydrogel filled with an active refrigerant with cooling properties (0.35% of menthol lactate) significantly affects the subjective sensations (temperature sensations, thermal comfort, workload) as well as the psychophysiological condition and psychomotoric efficiency of the organism in combined conditions of simulated thermal load (exo- and endogenous). Psychophysiological reactions were assessed on the following monitored during exposure in the climate chamber: 1) objective indicators: core body temperature (Tc), skin surface temperature (Tsk) of the cooled area of the neck and sternum, heart rate (HR) and 2) subjective indicators: assessment of the state of thermal comfort for the whole body and thermal sensations for the cooled areas (based on the Bedford test) and an assessment of the workload (based on the Borg test). The positive effect of the applied method of selective cooling in the form of hydrogel filled with 0.35% menthol lactate with 180cm2 of surface area is confirmed by changes in physiological parameters (Tsk, HR). The results obtained for these indicators clearly indicated the beneficial and effective result of the method of selective cooling of selected body surfaces. A confirmation of hydrogel activity on physiological condition of the body is a significant decrease in skin surface temperature (Tsk) observed both in the cooled area of the neck and the sternum, as well as a decrease in the heart rate (HR) (reduction of cardiovascular load). In relation to the monitored core body temperature (Tc), similar dynamics of changes (gradual value increase) were observed both in the control group and in persons using hydrogel. Differences in the range of this parameter indicate that the hydrogel used to selectively cool the body in the neck and sternum area does not affect the internal temperature.
of the body. These results are consistent with the data obtained by other authors who, as a result of local body cooling combined with physical effort and high temperatures, did not observe any significant changes in internal temperature [4,11,12]. The positive effect of the selected cooling method is also indicated by subjective assessments of the state of thermal comfort made after exposure to simulated heat conditions (105 mins of experience, Bedford test). In this case, the group of people using hydrogel evaluated the thermal comfort for the whole body at a level close to the level reached in 45 min experience (5 mins after selective cooling). In patients not using selective cooling, after the end of the exposure to heat, a deterioration of the perceived thermal state with respect to the whole body was observed (a significant advantageous effect of hydrogel with respect to the control group was achieved). Similar changes were achieved in the subjectively assessed thermal sensations determined with reference to the cooled area of the body. After exposure to a positive thermal load, people using hydrogel similarly felt the thermal sensations for both the cooled neck area and the sternum. Therefore, it can be suggested that the external stimulus in the form of hydrogel cooling the selected areas of the body not only limited the decrease in thermal comfort, but even led to a slight improvement in the thermal state of the body under simulated thermal load conditions. On this basis, it can be concluded that those using such a selective cooling method perceived the ambient conditions as being more thermo-neutral (comfortable) than the control group’s members. The obtained results are consistent with the results of research conducted by Arens et al., 2006 [1], Mundel et al., 2006 [12] and Nakamura et al., 2008 [13], in which it was found that cooling of relatively small areas of the body (e.g. the area of the head, reduces the feeling of heat and has a beneficial effect on the thermal comfort of the body. Also in the aspect of subjective assessment of the degree of nuisance of the performed work, the lowest (more favourable) assessments were obtained in people using hydrogel filled with an active cooling agent. Tests using selective cooling hydrogel described the physical exercise performed (load of 1.5 W/kg) as “moderately heavy”. The level of subjectively perceived workload was lower than in the control conditions, where the experiment participants assessed the physical effort carried out under positive heat load conditions as “quite heavy”. In the light of the results obtained, selective cooling of limited areas of the neck and sternum, applied under simulated conditions of positive thermal load, led to a reduction and limitation of the growth of perceived fatigue. Similar observations were made by Armada et al., 2004 [2], who observed that cooling a limited area of the head may, to some extent, improve the tolerance of moderate intensity physical activity. The assessed state of thermal comfort and the degree of physical work nuisance (improvement of subjective impressions) after the hydrogel application testify to its beneficial and effective impact on the body’s psychophysiological condition. Therefore, based on the results related to objective and subjective indicators, it can be assumed that a hydrogel containing 0.35% menthol lactate reduces, to a large extent, the increase of heat load on the body (including cardiovascular system) and thus reduces the risk of exceeding the limits of physiological capacity of the organism. So far, it has been found that regardless of the internal temperature, skin temperature has a significant influence on the body’s thermal sensations and cooling of the head area has a beneficial effect on the subjective assessment of discomfort felt in moderate heat conditions [1,12]. The analysis of the results of our research also showed that after the application of hydrogel along with a decrease in the mean temperature of the skin in both the neck area and the sternum as well as a reduction in the heart rate, there was a decrease in the deterioration of the subjective assessment of the state of thermal comfort for the whole body and a decrease in adverse thermal sensations felt in the cooled area of the body.

An important determinant guaranteeing the proper functioning of the organism is maintaining the physiological indicators within the tolerated boundaries, because the physiological condition of the pilot affects the pilot’s ability to fly an aircraft, and thus the safety of missions and the life of the operator (or the entire crew). The impairment of thermoregulation mechanisms leads to lower psychomotor and cognitive fitness. Inadequate coordination of the received information (e.g. visual) with executive processes which, due to the specific nature of a pilot’s work, occur under time pressure, may contribute to the occurrence of dangerous aviation incidents. Therefore, in the aspect of security of the executed missions, speed and precision (no errors) of the operator’s actions is extremely important. Welford [19] demonstrated that at the average excitation level, response time is the shortest and highly dependent on fatigue (especially when performing complex tasks) and the state of tension or excessive relaxation can lead to a decrease in response speed [8,17,18,19]. The study we conducted assumed that psychomotor efficiency, attention concentration processes
and emotional state of the examined persons will change under the influence of an external stimulus in the form of hydrogel selectively cooling the selected areas of the body. In a test conducted on the visual-motor tester, excitation of the psychomotor state (visual and motor coordination and attention concentration) was stimulated by the respondent’s reaction to light stimuli successively set at a free and imposed rate (70 imp/min). The analyzed values (mean reaction time and the number of errors evaluated at the free rate) confirmed the positive effect of the hydrogel used on the psychomotor state of the examined persons. Based on the results of a test conducted on the visual-motor tester, it can be suggested that such a selective cooling method reduces the decrease in psychomotor efficiency and thus has a positive effect on the level of perception, data processing speed, visual-motor coordination and the pace of making the right decisions, which are extremely important for the proper operation of the operator. Accuracy and speed of perception have a significant influence on the course of the implemented activities and their safety. These abilities are the basis for good observation (environmental perception) and depend not only on training, experience, mental ability, but also on the ability to focus attention, its ability to shift and divide, as well as clear and fast analytical thinking. It is well known that stressful situations causing emotional disorder are usually accompanied by difficulties in concentration of attention leading to a decrease in the ability to predict dangerous situations, which results in a reduction of the pilot’s combat value and increases the probability of making a mistake. In the conducted study, the influence of the applied cooling on the level of attention under simulated positive heat load conditions was verified on the basis of the RW test. Based on the results obtained, it is possible to suggest a positive effect of the applied method of selective cooling, because people using a hydrogel filled with an active cooling agent completed the task in a shorter time (compared to participants from the control group). The level of excitement was determined on the basis of a three-dimensional well-being model in the form of an adjective mood scale (UMACL). The obtained results included the evaluation of: energetic excitation (PE), which can be defined as energy to act, tension excitation (PN) reflecting anxiety-forming states and hedonistic tone (TH) reflecting subjective pleasure. The high effectiveness of the hydrogel used is proved by positive changes in the three correlated mood measures (PE, PN, TH). As a result of selective cooling, the perceived energy level and hedonistic tone (TH) increased, while the reduction of tension excitation (PN) confirms a decrease in stress and emotional tension. The obtained results are consistent with the assumptions of the UMACL scale, which is based on three dimensions of the emotional state in the examined group of people. The obtained data confirmed a negative correlation of hedonistic tone (TH) with tension excitation (PN) and a positive correlation with energetic excitation (PE) [10], i.e. a high hedonistic tone was accompanied by a rather low tension excitation and moderately high energetic excitation. This emotional state of well-being and good mood was determined in people using selective cooling of the selected body surfaces in the form of hydrogel filled with an active agent in the form of 0.35% menthol lactate.

Due to the serious threats of military personnel resulting from exposure to positive thermal stress, it is necessary to develop an effective and easily accessible method of cooling the body, which delays the development of hyperthermia and increases the body’s tolerance to high temperature. Based on the results of the experiment, it can be suggested that such a potential method of selective cooling is the external action of the cooling stimulus in the form of the hydrogel applied.

CONCLUSIONS

The obtained results suggest that the hydrogel applied on a limited, small area of the body allows maintaining the body temperature within the physiological range, decreases physiological cost of the organism reducing heart rate and skin surface temperature both within the cooled area of the neck and the sternum. It thus alleviates the undesirable effects of physiological stress while minimizing the susceptibility to heat injuries.

By selective cooling of the body under simulated thermal load conditions, the temperature sensation has been improved. In the conditions of a positive heat load, the method of selective cooling favourably influences the improvement of subjective indicators: assessment of the state of thermal comfort for the whole body and the thermal sensations related to the selectively cooled areas of the body (neck and sternum area). A higher level of thermal comfort is a consequence of local thermal sensation (in the neck/sternum area). Therefore, it can be concluded that this type of selective cooling is an appropriate protection against thermal discomfort, often limiting the efficient and safe execution of activities. Changes re-
menthol lactate, positively influences the emotional state of the organism, psychomotor abilities (reducing the number of mistakes, shortening the average reaction time and increasing the number of stimuli received) and prevents the decrease of attention concentration.
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